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Simulating 3D Cell Shape with the Cellular Potts Model

Rabea Link and Ulrich S. Schwarz

Abstract

Computer simulations have become a widely used method for the field of mechanobiology. An important
question is whether one can predict the shape and forces of cells as a function of the extracellular
environment. Different types of models have been described before to simulate cell and tissue shapes in
structured environments. In this chapter, we give a brief overview of commonly used models and then
describe the Cellular Potts Model, a lattice-based modelling framework, in more detail. We provide a hands-
on guide on how to build a model that simulates the shape of a single cell on a micropattern in three
dimensions in different open source software packages using the Cellular Potts framework. A simulation is
set up with an initial configuration of generalized cells that change shape and position due to an energy
function that incorporates cellular volume and surface area constraints as well as interaction energies
between the generalized cells.
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1 Introduction

The emergence of mechanobiology as an own scientific field was
triggered by the insight that shape and forces play much more
important roles for the behavior and fate of cells than formerly
appreciated in the fields of cell biology and cell biophysics [1–
3]. Right from its genesis in the late 1990s, advances in mechan-
obiology were strongly shaped by new experimental technologies,
such as adhesive micropatterning [4] or traction force microscopy
[5]. In addition, mathematical models and computer simulations
also played an important part in understanding how cell shape and
forces emerge from the interplay of biochemical signaling, cytoskel-
eton rearrangement and interactions with the extracellular environ-
ment [6]. Here we focus on the question how cell shape can be
predicted as a function of the geometry of the extracellular envi-
ronment. This central question to mechanobiology has been
addressed before with many different types of models, but mainly
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in two-dimensional ones [7]. Here we not only address three
dimensions but also provide a practical guide for the general reader
how to implement such procedures in common software packages.

There are several cell-based types of models that can be used to
describe the shape dynamics of single cells [8, 9] or cell clusters
[10, 11]. In these models, the cell is described on a mesoscopic
scale with coarse-grained parameters such as surface tension or
interaction energy, which arise from integrating out microscopic
degrees of freedom. An energy function that depends on the
boundary of the cell is minimized in the standard models to
describe cell shape and dynamics. Differences in how the cell
boundary is described and the energy is minimized lead to different
models. Phase field models use a continuous field ϕ that differenti-
ates between inside (ϕ=1) and outside of the cell (ϕ=0)
[12, 13]. Cells can also be described by polygons in vertex models
[14, 15], where vertices are shifted during the simulation to mini-
mize an energy function and, therefore, the cells change their
shape, position, and usually also neighborhood relations during
the simulation.

In this chapter, we focus on the Cellular Potts Model (CPM)
[16, 17]. In contrast to the continuum models mentioned before,
the CPM is a lattice model, which means that a simulated cell
cannot change its shape continuously in space but occupies a num-
ber of pixels (in 2D) or voxels (in 3D) on a lattice, thus leading to
discrete shapes. The discrete approach decreases computation time
compared to continuummodels. A simulation with the CPM is easy
to set up and can be adapted to different types of experiments. The
framework has been used to simulate many different biological
phenomena. The first experiments that were described with a
CPM were cell sorting experiments [18, 19]. Other simulations
include tumor growth, invasion and progression [20], single cell
motility [21, 22], migration of single cells and cell clusters [23, 24]
cells on micropatterns [25, 26] and cell competition in epithelia
[27]. A disadvantage of the lattice-based formalism is that the
calculation of bending energies is computationally expensive, thus
other simulation frameworks are better suited when bending ener-
gies are important, as, for example, during endocytosis. Here,
however, we are concerned only with the shapes of whole cells,
which to first order are determined by membrane and cortical
tensions of the cell envelope, a situation which is well described
by the CPM.

2 Materials

There are many open source software available which can be used to
implement CPM-simulations. In Table 1, we give a selected over-
view of CPM software that is freely available, namely Compu-
Cell3D [28], Morpheus [29], Artistoo [30], Tissue Simulation
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Table 1
Open source software packages that implement the Cellular Potts Model
and the corresponding websites

Software name URL

CompuCell3D https://compucell3d.org/

Morpheus https://morpheus.gitlab.io/

Artistoo https://artistoo.net/

Tissue simulation
toolkit

https://sourceforge.net/projects/tst/

Chaste https://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/chaste/

Simmune https://www.niaid.nih.gov/research/simmune-
project

Toolkit [31], CHASTE [32], and Simmune [33]. In recent years,
several approaches to parallelize the Cellular Potts Model have been
published [34–36], which enable large-scale simulations. We start
this chapter with an overview over the CPM-concept in Subhead-
ing 3. In Subheading 4 we then explain how to use CompuCell3D
and Morpheus to simulate the three-dimensional shape of a cell on
a micropattern.

3 Theory

In the CPM, cell shape is defined on a lattice, see Fig. 1. Sites of the
lattice with the same index σ belong to the same generalized cell,
which can be a biological cell, a sub-cellular compartment, or a
physical object such as a substrate or a pillar. Sites that belong to the
surrounding medium usually have the index σ=0. The CPM is
energy-based, and the effective energies that determine the dynam-
ics of the simulation can be assigned to quantities such as volume or
surface conservation, interaction between different generalized
cells or chemotaxis. This description allows the inclusion of any
biological mechanism to the model as long as it can be described
with an energetic formalism.

The energy function which is used in the CPM is often referred
to as Hamiltonian. It assigns an energy to any given configuration
of cells on a lattice. Here we discuss the CPM in 3D. In its basic
version, the Hamiltonian consists of an interaction term and a term
to conserve volume:

ℋ=
P

i,j neighbors

1- δσðiÞ,σðjÞ
! "

J ðτðσðiÞÞ,τðσðjÞÞÞ

þ
P
σ
λV ðτðσÞÞðvðσÞ-V τðσÞÞ2

ð1Þ
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Fig. 1 2D Cellular Potts Model with three cells σ= 1, 2, 3 and medium σ= 0. Two cells have the same cell
type τ and are thus depicted with the same color. A lattice site is picked at random (red) and its index is
changed to that of the neighboring cell. Then the energy difference Δℋ due to this index change is calculated
and the Metropolis algorithm determines if the spin flip is accepted

The first term sums over all neighboring voxels i, j. The Kro-
necker Delta δσ(i),σ(j) is defined as 1, if the cells at i and j are the
same, and 0 if they are different. This ensures that only if i and
j belong to different cells the interaction term is different from
0. The interaction energy J then depends on the cell types of the
cells at positions i and j. The second term of the Hamiltonian sums
over all cells in the simulation. It has the form of an elastic energy,
which means that the term is 0 if the cell has the target volume Vτ(σ)

and the energy increases quadratically for differences between the
actual volume v(σ) and the target volume Vτ(σ). The strength with
which this constraint is enforced is given by the rigidity λV(τ(σ)),
which depends on the cell type. The higher the value of λV, the
more energy it costs the cell to have a volume that differs from the
target value. The volume energy is needed to avoid that the cells
shrink and disappear when the total energy is minimized during the
simulation.

The Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 can be extended to include other
important aspects like surface area constraints and chemotaxis. The
surface area of a biological cell is fixed by the amount of cell
membrane. This can be described with an elastic area constraint,
similar to the volume constraint in Eq. 1:

ℋarea =
P
σ
λAðτðσÞÞðaðσÞ-AτðσÞÞ2: ð2Þ

Adding the area constraint Eq. 2 to the Hamiltonian allows us to
use negative interaction energies J. Using negative interaction
energies J without constraining the area would lead to cells that
maximize their surface area to reduce the total energy of the system,
possibly even causing the cells to break into smaller parts.
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A simple form of chemotaxis has the form of a potential energy

ℋchem = μðτðσÞÞCðiÞ, ð3Þ

where C(i) is the chemical field at the target site i and μ(τ(σ))
describes the strength of the cellular response to the chemical field.

Depending on the biological system, other forms of the Ham-
iltonian can be better suited. For example, Albert and Schwarz [26]
developed a 2D CPM based on the geometrical Hamiltonian intro-
duced by Vianay et al. [25] to describe cell shape and forces on
micropatterns. The Hamiltonian was chosen to be

ℋ= σA þ λs l þ
P
arc i

EA
2L0,i

ðLi -L0,iÞ2 -
E0

Aref þAad
AAd: ð4Þ

In contrast to the original Hamiltonian in Eqs. 1 and 2, the cell
area A and perimeter l of the cell are not constrained by an elastic
energy term but can vary in response to the adhesive environment.
The main model parameters are now surface tension σ and line
tension λs. An additional elastic line tension λe=EA(L-L0)/L0 is
introduced to describe reinforced actin edge fibers that form
between adhesive parts of the micropattern. EA is the
one-dimensional elastic modulus of the fiber and L and L0 are the
contour length and the rest length, respectively. The last term
describes the energy gain from cell adhesion, which is linear during
initial cell spreading and then plateaus. Aad is the adhesive area
covered by the cell and E0 and Aref are parameters to control the
strength and saturation of the adhesive energy. This model predicts
the dynamics of cell shapes on micropatterned substrates but does
not work in an unstructured environment.

A CPM simulation is set up with an initial configuration of the
generalized cells, which is shown in Fig. 1 for illustrative purposes
in 2D. A modified version of the Metropolis algorithm [16, 38] is
used to evolve the cells and find the minimal energy configuration.
First a site that is at the boundary of a generalized cell is chosen at
random. The index of this site is then changed to the index of a
randomly chosen neighboring site. Using the Hamiltonian from
Eq. 1, the energy difference Δℋ=ℋafter -ℋbefore between the
old and the new configuration is calculated. If the new position has
the same or lower energy, Δℋ≤0 the index change is accepted. In
case the new configuration has a higher energy than the old one,
Δℋ>0, the index change is accepted with the probability

p= e -
Δℋ
T : ð5Þ

T is called the simulation temperature, because it is the physical
temperature when using the Metropolis algorithm to simulate the
Boltzmann ensemble with microscopic degrees of freedom. In the
CPM, the simulation temperature T does not correspond to the
physical temperature, but a higher T value increases the probability
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to accept a spin flip and thus leads to more fluctuations in the
simulation. At T=0, only spin flips that lower the energy in the
system are accepted, which prevents the simulation from overcom-
ing energy barriers. Therefore, all simulations use an intermediate
simulation temperature as compromise to generate dynamic shape
changes while still keeping clear cell identities. One Monte Carlo
step consists of n spin flip attempts, where n is the number of lattice
sites. Note that only the indices of neighboring cells can be chosen
for the spin flip. This modification of the Metropolis algorithm
breaks detailed balance, which would be required if one simulated
on a microscopic level [39].

4 Methods

In the following, we will discuss how to simulate a cell on a micro-
pattern in 3D with different CPM software. We will simulate a
single cell with volume and surface constraints on an H-shaped
micropattern, which often is used to immobilize a single cell or a
cell doublet without polarization [40], in contrast to the crossbow
shape, which leads to polarization [41], or the square, which leads
to rotation [40]. In the simulations, the H-pattern is implemented
with fixed generalized cell types, which we call Adhesive and
NonAdhesive. To build a simulation, many parameters must be
set. We will suggest parameters throughout the instructions. To set
up a simulation, parameter scans are a helpful tool to determine the
parameter range that best corresponds to the experiment.

To simulate the cell shape on a micropattern, a good lattice size
is 100×100× 50. The micropattern is in the x-y plane at z=0. We
choose the thickness of the adhesive part to be 4 voxels wide and
70 voxels long. Then, the cell is initialized as a half sphere with
radius 28, sitting at the center of the micropattern. The target
volume of the cell is V=50, 000 voxels, which is close to the initial
cell volume.

4.1 CompuCell3D The CompuCell3D software is provided by the group of James
Glazier at Indiana University, USA. To download the software,
follow the instructions at https://compucell3d.org/
SrcBin#MostRecent. After installation, double-click the
twedit++.command file to open the editor. The editor is custo-
mized to simplify the definition of new CompuCell3D simulations.

1. You can initialize a new simulation by choosing CC3DProject
→ New CC3D Project. . . in the menu bar.

2. The simulation wizard appears. You can enter the name and
directory of your simulation. For the simulation type, choose
Python+XML.

https://compucell3d.org/SrcBin#MostRecent
https://compucell3d.org/SrcBin#MostRecent
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3. Next, you have to decide the dimensions of your simulation.
A good choice for the micropattern simulation is 100×100×50.
For the boundary condition, choose NoFlux. Change the
Average Membrane Fluctuations, which corresponds to
the temperature T in Eq. 5 to 700. In addition, change the
Pixel Copy Range (NeighborOrder) to 3 and the number
of steps to 1000. Because you want to start with a very specific
initial cell layout, you will customize this after the simulation
wizard is complete. Select the Continue button.

4. Add Cell, Adhesive, and NonAdhesive as generalized cell
types. Because you only want the Cell to change shape during
the simulation, freeze the other two cell types by selecting the
corresponding check boxes.

5. In the next part, you are asked to add chemical fields, which
you do not need for your simulation.

6. Then, you can specify cell properties and behaviors, see Fig. 2.
The cellular behaviors and the constraints and forces add terms
to the Hamiltonian. For the simulation you want to create,
adhesion, volume, and surface energies are needed. These
terms are added to the Hamiltonian when you select the
check boxes for Contact, VolumeFlex, and SurfaceFlex.

7. After this, the simulation wizard is complete and code
corresponding to your selected settings is automatically

Fig. 2 Graphical user interface of the Simulation Wizard in CompuCell3D
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generated. The code is distributed in three files, the Main
Python Script which you do not need to change, the XML
Script, where properties that stay the same throughout the
simulation can be set, and the PythonSteppables file, where
you can use the Python programming language (Python Soft-
ware Foundation, https://www.python.org/) to describe more
complicated starting conditions, changes during the simulation
and finishing steps.

8. Open the XML Script. In the first section of the XML Script,
you can find the Metadata of the simulation, which you do
not need to change. Then, the Potts section specifies the
parameters that are important for the Cellular Potts Model
algorithm, which you already specified in the simulation wiz-
ard. Then, several sections follow that specify which plugins are
included in the simulation. In the <Plugin Name="Cell-
Type">, you can find the cell types, as defined in the wizard.

9. The VolumeFlex energy is included in the <PluginName="-
Volume"> section and corresponds to the elastic volume con-
straint in Eq. 1. Here, you need to change the parameters
assigned by the wizard: For the generalized cell type which
you called Cell the target volume V must be changed to
50,000, and the parameter describing the strength of the elastic
volume energy λV must be set to 2.0. It is called LambdaVo-
lume in the simulation. Since the other two cell types are fixed
you do not need volume energies for these cell types and can
optionally delete the respective lines in the XML Script.

10. You can do the same in the next section for the elastic surface
energy, which adds Eq. 2 to the Hamiltonian used in the
simulation. You should change the parameters in the section
<Plugin Name="Surface">. The target surface A of the cell
must be changed to 13,000 and the parameter λA describing
the strength to 1.0. The other lines for Adhesive and Non-
Adhesive cell types can be deleted.

11. The <Plugin Name="CenterOfMass"> allows the user to
easily access the center of mass of the cells in the simulation,
which is not needed for your simulation but can be helpful in
many cases.

12. The last plugin <Plugin Name="Contact"> specifies the
interaction energies between cell types. Here you define how
much energy is gained or lost when two different cell types are
close to each other. The interaction energies you should use are
the following:

"Medium" Type2="Medium">0.0</Energy>
"Medium" Type2="Cell">20.0</Energy>

"Medium" Type2="Adhesive">0.0</Energy>
"Medium" Type2="NonAdhesive">0.0</Energy>

https://www.python.org/
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"Cell" Type2="Cell">0.0</Energy>
"Cell" Type2="Adhesive">-150.0</Energy>
"Cell" Type2="NonAdhesive">-1.0</Energy>
"Adhesive" Type2="Adhesive">0.0</Energy>
"Adhesive" Type2="NonAdhesive">0.0</Energy>
"NonAdhesive" Type2="NonAdhesive">0.0</Energy>

These interaction energies ensure that increasing the inter-
face between cell and medium increases the energy and is thus
unfavorable. What is more important in our context, increasing
the interface between cell and adhesive decreases the overall
energy of the system and ensures that the cell attaches to the
micropattern. Because the Cell has a large volume, the
NeighborOrder in the <Plugin Name="Contact"> can be
increased to 60.

13. Finally, you need to delete the Steppable that details the
initial configuration of the simulation. We will write our own
initial cell configuration in the Python Steppables file. Save
the changes in the XML Script.

14. Open the Python Steppables file. In this file, you find a
Python class with methods objects. These methods will be
called when the simulation is initialized (__init__), before
the first Monte Carlo step (start), at every Monte Carlo step
(step), after the last Monte Carlo step (finish) or when the
user stops the simulation (on_stop).

15. You should use the start method to describe the initial
configuration of our simulation. In the code snippet below
you create three cells, one of each cell type. Please make sure
that you assign the correct TypeId to the correct cell. The
TypeId of a cell type is defined in the CellType plugin in the
XML Script.

cell = self.potts.createCell()
cell.type = 1
adhesive = self.potts.createCell()
adhesive.type = 2
nonadhesive = self.potts.createCell()
nonadhesive.type = 3

Then, we assign lattice voxels to the different cell types. We
create here an initial configuration with a NonAdhesive sur-
face of height 1 with an Adhesive “H” shaped micropattern.
We place the cell as a hemisphere with radius 28 centered on
the surface.

self.cell_field[0:99,0:99,0:1] = nonadhesive
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self.cell_field[20:25,15:85,0:1] = adhesive
self.cell_field[20:80,48:52,0:1] = adhesive
self.cell_field[75:80,15:85,0:1] = adhesive
x_0=50
y_0=50
z_0=1
radius=28
for x in range(22,79):

for y in range(22,79):
for z in range(2,30):

if (x-x_0)**2+(y-y_0)**2+(z-z_0)**2<

radius**2:
self.cell_field[x,y,z] = cell

16. To gain some insight on the simulation you can print the cell
surface and volume to the terminal at every 10 Monte Carlo
steps by adding the following lines to step:

for cell in self.cell_list:
if cell.type==1 and mcs%10==0:

print("area=", cell.surface, "volume=",
cell.volume)

Save the Python Steppables file.

17. You can start the simulation now: right-click on the .cc3d file
on the left panel and select Open In Player. You should see
the initial configuration of the simulation as in Fig. 3. In the
Player, a graphics window appears where you can change
between a 2D and a 3D view. If you do not see the simulation
correctly, you can use the Visualization menu to zoom or
reset your view. You can use the Model Editor to change
parameter values during a simulation to see the effects directly.
The volume and area of the cell is printed to the terminal. After
less than 100 Monte Carlo steps, the final cell shape is reached,
see Fig. 4, and the shape only fluctuates slightly due to the finite
simulation temperature T.

4.2 Morpheus The Morpheus software is provided by the group of Andreas
Deutsch at Technical University Dresden, Germany. You can obtain
the software from https://morpheus.gitlab.io/. After the installa-
tion, you can open the graphical user interface, see Fig. 6. In the
Documents section on the upper left part of the user interface, you
can see the structure of a Morpheus simulation. We will go through
these points and discuss how to set up the simulation of a 3D cell on
an H-shaped micropattern in the following.

1. Start by saving the empty simulation. Select the Save button
and choose a name and a directory for the simulation.

https://morpheus.gitlab.io/


Optionally, you can add a title and a description to the empty
simulation.
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Fig. 3 After starting the simulation in CompuCell3D, the initial configuration of a
single cell on an H-shaped micropattern can be seen in the graphics window

Fig. 4 Simulation result of a single cell on an H-shaped micropattern with
CompuCell3D
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2. Click on Space to move on to the next part. Select Lattice
to change the lattice configuration of the simulation. In the
Attributes window, change the lattice class from linear to
cubic to change the space to three dimensions. Change the
Neighborhood to 3. Change the size of the lattice to
100,100,50.

3. Move on to Time and change the StopTime to 1000.

4. Next, double-click on CellTypes. You need four different cell
types, see Fig. 6. In the Morpheus environment, the order in
which we introduce the cell types is important. Start with the
medium: click on CellType, change the class from
biological to medium and add the name Medium. Unselect
CellType and add another element by clicking on the +
symbol in the top left corner and then choose CellType.
Change the name of the new cell type to Adhesive. This cell
type is frozen in our simulation. Select the adhesive cell type
and click again on +. Select FreezeMotion and change the
Condition to 1.0 to freeze the adhesive cell type. Repeat the
same process to add the NonAdhesive cell type and freeze it as
well. Finally, add the Cell as the last cell type, and do not
freeze it but instead add a VolumeConstraint and a Surfa-
ceConstraint. Change the parameters of the VolumeCon-
straint to strength 2 and target 50000 and for the
SurfaceConstraint change the mode to surface and
choose the strength 1 and target 8000.

5. Double-click on CPM. Select Interaction and click on the +
to add Contact. This defines the interaction energies J. Add a
total of three Contact elements and define the interaction
energies between cell medium, cell adhesive, and cell nonadhe-
sive to 20.0, -15000.0, and -1.0, respectively. The interac-
tion energy between cell and adhesive is much lower in this
simulation because we cannot choose a higher neighborhood
order. Change the Neighborhood Order of ShapeSurface
to 7, which is much lower because Morpheus does not allow
the use of large neighborhoods. For a small neighborhood on a
three-dimensional cubic lattice the 7th level neighborhood is a
good choice [42]. Then, click on + and add the MonteCarlo-
Sampler to define the temperature and the neighborhood size
for choosing updates in the modified Metropolis algorithm. In
MetropolisKinetics, change the temperature to 700.0.

6. Now you can move on to the CellPopulations, where you
define the initial configuration for the simulation. Start with
the Adhesive cell type. Change the type of the Population
to Adhesive. Then add InitCellObjects and change the
Arrangement from Sphere to Box. To initialize the
H-pattern, set the origin of the Box to 20.0,15.0,0.0
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and the size to 5.0,70.0,1.0. This is the first bar of the
H-pattern. For the other bars, add two more Arrangements
to InitCellObjects. The origin of the second Box is
20.0,48.0,0.0 with a size of 60.0,4.0,1.0 and for the
third Box the origin is 75.0,15.0,0.0 with a size vector
given by 5.0,70.0,1.0. To include the NonAdhesive cell
type to the initial configuration, add another Population and
change the type to NonAdhesive. Add again the InitCel-
lObjects. Change the Sphere to a Box, and change the
size of the Box to 100.0,100.0,1.0. This Box will not
overwrite the previously defined Adhesive boxes, which is
why the order of defining the cell types is important here.
Finally, we can include the Cell in the initial configuration
with a half sphere: Add the third Population and change the
type to Cell. Add again InitCellObjects, but this time
use the predefined Sphere. Change the center of the sphere
to 50.0,50.0,1.0 and the radius to 28.0.

7. In the Analysis part, add the VtkPlotter and change the
Channel to cell.type, which allows you to visualize the
results, e.g., in ParaView [43].

8. Then, you can start the simulation. 3D simulations are not
visualized in Morpheus, but because the VtkPlotter was
added, the results can be visualized in other programs like
ParaView, see Fig. 5.

4.3 Conclusions In this chapter, we have described in detail how one can simulate
3D cell shape in structured environments using the CPM. We have
chosen the H-pattern as a standard pattern for cell immobilization
without polarization [40], but it is easy to extend this approach
now to other patterns of interest. To learn more about the impor-
tance of the parameter choice, we recommend to use different
values than the ones suggested above and to see what changes in
the simulations. For example, it is instructive to change the volume
and surface area rigidities λV and λA as well as the target volume V
and target surface area A.

It is interesting to note that the two software packages gave
different results: while the shape predicted by CompuCell3D as
shown in Fig. 4 has the invaginated shape often seen in experi-
ments, the shape predicted by Morpheus as shown in Fig. 5 is more
rounded. Technically, this difference arises from the fact that Mor-
pheus uses a smaller neighborhood area to evaluate the spin Ham-
iltonian [42]. In fact the same result as obtained by Morpheus can
be obtained by decreasing neighborhood order in CompuCell3D.
Due to its larger variability in this aspect, CompuCell3D might be
better suited to simulate single cell shape, while Morpheus is well
suited to simulate ensembles of cells for which individual shape is
less important. For a detailed comparison with experiments, the
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Fig. 5 Graphical user interface in Morpheus. The structure of the simulation can be seen in the Documents
section. Parameters can be changed in the Attributes section

Fig. 6 Simulation result of a single cell on an H-shaped micropattern with
Morpheus, visualized in ParaView
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shapes obtained by the simulations can be compared with a variety
of methods [6]. These include volume, surface area, and sphericity
of the 3D cell shapes. In addition, one can compare the so-called
landmark points, such as the height of the cell. More evolved
methods to compare shapes would include Fourier descriptors
and moment invariants, as implemented, for example, in the Kon-
stanz information miner (KNIME) [44].
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